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Abstract
What types of intellectual property (IP) rights can be vested in the components of a scalable quantum
computer? Are there sufficient market-set innovation incentives for the development and
dissemination of quantum software and hardware structures? Or is there a need for open source
ecosystems, enrichment of the public domain and even democratization of quantum technology? The
article explores possible answers to these tantalizing questions.
The article demonstrates that strategically using a mixture of IP rights to maximize the value of the IP
portfolio of the quantum computer’s owner, potentially leads to IP protection in perpetuity.
Overlapping IP protection regimes can result in unlimited duration of global exclusive exploitation
rights for first movers, being a handful of universities and large corporations. The ensuing IP
overprotection in the field of quantum computing leads to an unwanted concentration of market
power. Overprotection of information causes market barriers and hinders both healthy competition
and industry-specific innovation. In this particular case it slows down progress in an important
application area of quantum technology, namely quantum computing.
In general, our current IP framework is not written with quantum technology in mind. IP should be an
exception -limited in time and scope- to the rule that information goods can be used for the common
good without restraint. IP law cannot incentivize creation, prevent market failure, fix winner-takes-all
effects, eliminate free riding and prohibit predatory market behavior at the same time. To encourage
fair competition and correct market skewness, antitrust law is the instrument of choice.
The article proposes a solution tailored to the exponential pace of innovation in The Quantum Age, by
introducing shorter IP protection durations of 3 to 10 years for Quantum and AI infused creations and
inventions. These shorter terms could be made applicable to both the software and the hardware side
of things. Clarity about the recommended limited durations of exclusive rights -in combination with
compulsory licenses or fixed prized statutory licenses- encourages legal certainty, knowledge
dissemination and follow on innovation within the quantum domain. In this light, policy makers
should build an innovation architecture that mixes freedom (e.g. access, public domain) and control
(e.g. incentive & reward mechanisms).
The article concludes that anticipating spectacular advancements in quantum technology, the time is
now ripe for governments, research institutions and the markets to prepare regulatory and IP
strategies that strike the right balance between safeguarding our fundamental rights & freedoms, our
democratic norms & standards, and pursued policy goals that include rapid technology transfer, the
free flow of information and the creation of a thriving global quantum ecosystem, whilst encouraging
healthy competition and incentivizing sustainable innovation.
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1. What is Quantum Computing?
Quantum computing derives its constituent elements from principles of quantum mechanics
(superposition, entanglement and tunnelling), the theory of the very small. Quantum mechanics
describes the interaction between matter and energy and the building blocks of atoms at the
subatomic level, beyond classical physics. Subatomic particles such as protons, neutrons and
electrons. Einstein's general theory of relativity on the other hand, is the theory of the very large, and
describes the operation of laws of physics, including gravity, speed of light, time, space, mass and
energy (E = mc squared)2.
Quantum bits or qubits are the quantum version of classic (binary) bits.3 A qubit can be a 1 or a 0, or
both. We call this superposition.4 A qubit represents a quantum particle in superposition of all
possible quantum states.5 In addition to superposition, quantum particles can be in several places at
the same time, while they remain "aware" of each other. This is known as entanglement.6 Quantum
tunnelling refers to the observable fact in which subatomic scale particles penetrate a potential
energy barrier that is higher in energy, such as a steel door. For us humans these are counterintuitive
quantum states.

What Can We Do with a Quantum Computer?
In general, quantum computing is ideally suited for solving mathematical optimization problems,
solving some of the computationally hard problems on which we build current cryptography,7 and
simulating the behavior of atoms and elementary particles. Quantum computers are useful when
modelling nature8 or searching large amounts of data using parallel quantum query algorithms.9 They
excel when complex systems have to be simulated. Quantum machines also have limits. Quantum
computers can help finding approximate solutions to computational complexity NP-hard and NPcomplete problems, such as the travelling salesman problem.10 They can however not solve them by
delivering exact answers.

Quantum & Artificial Intelligence Hybrids
The combination of artificial intelligence, machine learning and functioning quantum computers &
simulators can theoretically solve mathematical, physical and chemical optimization problems.
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Technological synergies can disentangle problems that are currently not soluble with the help of
binary computers. Synergies such as AI & quantum computing hybrids consisting of bits, neurons and
qubits. Combining powerful AI algorithms using classical computers together with quantum
algorithms that utilize the quantum mechanical principles, have the potential to revolutionize bio
engineering - including synthetic cells11 - and nano engineering. Quantum will enhance AI. In the
coming years, interaction between quantum technology and AI will give a new perspective of science
itself to the world. Techno-optimists expect that quantum computing and quantum software will play
an important role in the development of autonomous artificial beings, and in the awakening of
Artificial Super Intelligence (‘ASI’). A downright paradigm shift.

2. IP on the Components of Quantum Computers
Let us link quantum computing to intellectual property law. Quantum computers can be protected by
different types of intellectual and industrial property rights, such as chip rights (semi-conductor
topography protection), patents, copyrights, trade secrets, design rights and trademarks. Per
component, we discuss which IP rights can be established. We also discuss whether there are gaps /
loopholes in protection or whether there are overlaps. Although IP rights are territorial rights, we
make these qualifications as much as possible from the perspective of an international IP acquis.12
There may be regional differences in formal and material requirements, flexibilities, scope and term
of protection in the EU, China, India or the US.

The Components
Quantum computers, depending on their specific application in the domains listed above, and
depending on their precise implementation method, may contain the following layers of
components13: the technology building blocks (qubits), quantum gates & multipliers, quantum
integrated circuit chips, the various types of quantum processors such as spin qubits and
superconducting14 transmon qubits15, quantum interference devices16, compiler engines (i.e.
optimizers, translators, mappers)17, decoders, a simulator and an emulator, a circuit drawer, the
microarchitecture (quantum execution (‘QEX’) block & quantum error (‘QEC’) block), the quantumclassical interface, the quantum instruction set architecture, quantum memory, quantum software18,
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smart quantum algorithms19, the API’s (application programming interface),20 quantum arithmetic
unit (quantum addition, subtraction, multiplication, and exponentiation), runtime assertion &
configuration, quantum computing platforms, program paradigm & languages, the Bacon-Shor
stabilization code, three dimensional color codes21, and surface codes.
Furthermore, the actual casing (the dilution refrigerator) of a quantum computer contains -inter aliaa cryoperm shield, quantum amplifiers, cryogenic isolators, a mixing chamber, superconducting
coaxial lines22, input microwave lines and a qubit signal amplifier.
In addition, a conventional computer is used to be able to access the output of the quantum
computer in human and machine-readable formats. This means there is a certain amount of ‘classical
control’, through the quantum-classical interface. In case we are dealing with quantum & AI hybrids
(or hybrid quantum-classical co-processing systems) we have to add all the parts of the AI system to
this list of components, including the inference engine that processes the rules.23

Creations & Inventions
Only novel, useful, inventive and non-obvious inventions made by a human inventor, can be
patented. Copyrights generally require a minimum of creativity, originality and a human author.24
Technical discoveries that have been developed and embedded into hardware, can be patented.
Software can be copyrighted. From the perspective of IP rights, we can group the components of a
quantum computer by hardware (chip rights, design and utility patents), software (copyrights,
creative commons), and algorithms (open source25 or public domain). The protection term for
patents is 20 years, compared to 70 years for software. One of the reasons for this difference, is that
the copyright system and the patent system both have distinct objectives.26 In general, quantum
computing hardware is much more difficult to develop and replicate than the accompanying
software and algorithms. It requires more investments to make than writing the code. As a result of
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this, computer chips can become subject to geopolitical conflicts and export control reforms27, as
observed in today’s trade war between the US and China.28

Patents
The patent system aims to incentivize inventors to disclose, produce and market their invention with
the prospect of return on investment.29 It intends to encourage the detailed disclosure of innovative
ideas and optimize the allocation of R&D capacity, by granting exclusive rights to the inventor. At the
same time, it incentivizes inventors to improve and build upon earlier patents.30

The following components are eligible for patent protection:
The technology building blocks (qubits), quantum gates & multipliers, quantum integrated circuit
chips, the various types of quantum processors such as spin qubits and superconducting transmon
qubits, quantum interference devices, compiler engines (i.e. optimizers, translators, mappers),
decoders, a simulator and an emulator, a circuit drawer, the microarchitecture (quantum execution
(QEX) block & quantum error (QEC) block), the quantum-classical interface, the quantum instruction
set architecture, quantum memory. The ‘quantum computing process’ can be protected by patent as
well. The dilution refrigerator as a whole, including its individual cryoperm shield, quantum
amplifiers, cryogenic isolators, a mixing chamber, superconducting coaxial lines, input microwave
lines and a qubit signal amplifier component, are also eligible for patenting.

Copyrights
Copyright intends to incentivize and maximize creativity, cultural diversity, technological progress
and freedom of expression. An important objective of copyright is to stimulate creation and
dissemination of diverse cultural expression by enabling successive generations of authors to draw
freely on the works of their successors.
According to TRIPs and WTC, creative aspects of software source code and firmware can be
protected by copyright, as where they literary works. Expression of computer software is protected,
not its functionality.31 The idea/expression dichotomy prescribes that ideas are not protected by
copyright. Algorithms, functionality, principles and ideas on the other hand, are not protected.32
These are part of the public domain. Before the expression of an idea is captured in a tangible
medium, it can be time-stamped by an i-Depot. Ideas can also be protected contractually, by an NDA.

The following components are eligible for copyright protection:
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Quantum software, the API’s (application programming interface), quantum arithmetic unit
(quantum addition, subtraction, multiplication, and exponentiation), runtime assertion &
configuration, quantum computing platforms, program paradigm & languages, the Bacon-Shor
stabilization code, color codes, and surface codes. These components fall within the scope of
copyrightable subject matter.
It is possible that certain applied program languages, such as eDSL in Python33, will be open sourced
instead of copyright protected, or licensed for use via Creative Commons.34 As with classical
computing, it is expected that both commercial and open source operating systems will come onto
the markets.
A few uncrystallized areas require specific attention and perhaps some legal pioneering. Functionality
for instance, is not protected by copyright.35 This raises the question whether software and API
functionality should be protected by patents. Arguments for and against patentability of software
functionality and computer implemented inventions can be made.36 Legal uncertainty about IP
protection, whether concerning copyrights or patents, usually results in a shift to trade secrets,
which generally stifles innovation.37

Input & Output Data
Depending on the application area, current quantum computing systems input consists of problem
definitions. It is also possible to feed input data from a classical computing device into a quantum
circuit, via the quantum-classical interface.
In case of AI hybrids that utilize machine learning training datasets, clearance of the input
information is needed in the event this data represents IP subject matter.38 Besides a rainbow of
potential IP rights potentially vested in the data that need to be licensed under current law, including
a sui generis database right on the training corpus itself (in territory Europe), the main roadblocks for
the uptake of AI & data are privacy and GDPR concerns, and uncertainty about ownership of data.39
There is a lack of trust in the existing rules, because they are complex and abstract and not written
specifically for AI and machine learning training data. database EU. As for AI, there needs to be a
broad exemption, or even a superior right to process data for quantum computing purposes, that
respects privacy and other fundamental rights.40
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In case quantum computing output represents IP subject matter, this output is eligible for IP
protection. It can then be licensed or sold. If desired, IP rights on the output can also be waived and
pushed into the public domain.

IP Ownership: Legal Subjectivity and Public Domain
Output created or invented by autonomous quantum/ AI systems without human upstream or
downstream intervention should be public domain. The output lacks human creativity and
inventiveness and society benefits from a robust public domain. Besides that, IP rights can only be
owned by legal subjects, such as people, universities or corporations. Autonomous systems lack legal
subjectivity or legal personhood needed to own rights and carry responsibilities. Machine generated
Quantum/AI Creations & Inventions should be Res Publicae ex Machina.41 These belong in an
articulated public domain.

Trade Secrets & Trademarks
On top of copyrights and patents, virtually each component can contain trademarks (and in some
circumstances trade-dress) and trade secrets42, with potentially unlimited duration of IP protection.
Further, cybersecurity law and national security considerations could, beyond the scope of the IP
toolkit, play a role in keeping technological breakthroughs a state secret. As is the case with AI
system, legal uncertainty about the patentability of quantum computing systems together with the
unlimited duration of trade secret rights, could ultimately cause a shift towards trade secrets, in
order to protect assets and commodify quantum computing applications. This trend might ensue in a
disincentive to disclose ideas and impedes dissemination of information, technology transfer to the
market43 and follow on innovation.44
Note that a trade secret right does not protect against reverse engineering. This IP loophole can be
filled by concluding contracts that prohibit unwanted reverse engineering. 45
Additionally, both a quantum computer’s looks, brands and functional design can be protected.
Product design, artwork, logos, software interfaces, layouts and hardware modelling can, depending
on the territory for which protection is sought, be protected by an arrangement of IP instruments
such as design rights, tradename rights and trade dress.

IP Overlap & Overprotection
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Strategically using a mixture of IP rights to maximize and protect the value of the IP portfolio of the
quantum computer’s owner, can result in an unlimited duration of global exclusive exploitation rights
for first movers, absent compulsory licensing of standard essential patents (SEP) in certain territories.
Thus, there are no consequential loopholes in IP protection possibilities. Far from it. Instead, there is
an overlap of IP protection regimes.46 At this time, new layers of rights do not seem appropriate.
Other quantum technology applications, among which quantum sensing, quantum simulation and
the quantum internet are equally eligible for IP protection, using the same amalgam of IP rights.
From a beyond IP innovation law perspective, future quantum internet functionality47 ought to be
public domain and net neutrality should exist. Its constituting, enabling components, however, could
in theory be protected by an array of IP rights. With each right protecting something different. The
same applies to quantum sensors, quantum simulation, engineered/synthesized plants and novel
materials invented with the help of quantum technology.
In general, our current intellectual property framework is not written with quantum technology in
mind. Intellectual property should be an exception -limited in time and scope- to the rule that
information goods can be used for the common good without restraint. From a dogmatic sustainable
innovation policy perspective, IP rights holders should not be legally entitled to internalize the full
social benefits of their creations and inventions.48 There is no need to limit uncompensated positive
externalities in a well-structured quantum technology market place, nor is there a need to internalize
such positive spillovers in intellectual property, after initial investment costs have been retrieved.49
Positive quantum technology creation and invention externalities do not need to be remedied by IP
regulations, taxes or subsidies, beyond the break-even-point. Furthermore, there is no tragedy of the
commons in IP on quantum technology knowledge goods.50 Information cannot be overused.
Intellectual property cannot incentivize creation, prevent market failure, fix winner-takes-all effects,
eliminate free riding and prohibit predatory market behavior at the same time. To encourage fair
competition and correct market skewness, antitrust law is the instrument of choice.51
The question is whether the identified overlap in regimes benefits business dynamism and
accelerated innovation.52 The subsequent IP overprotection may create barriers for market entrants
and raise concerns regarding fair competition, freedom of expression and the creation of new jobs.53
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Overprotection might hinder industry-specific innovation. In this particular case it slows down
progress in an important application area of quantum technology, namely quantum computing.
A solution tailored to the exponential pace of innovation in The Quantum Age, is to introduce shorter
IP protection durations of 3 to 10 years for Quantum and AI infused creations and inventions. These
shorter terms could be made applicable to both the software and the hardware side of things. Clarity
about the proposed limited durations of exclusive rights -in combination with compulsory licenses or
fixed prized statutory licenses- encourages legal certainty, knowledge dissemination and follow on
innovation within the quantum domain.54 In this light, policy makers should build an innovation
architecture that mixes freedom (e.g. access, public domain) and control (e.g. incentive & reward
mechanisms).
On November 25th 2020 the European Commission presented its IP Action Plan, which promises an
‘overhaul of the intellectual property system to strengthen Europe's ability to develop next generation
technologies and reflect advances in data and AI’.55 The EC aims to set global standards in IP. The
Action Plan announces Action announces measures in five key areas56:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improving the protection of IP
Boost the uptake of IP by small and medium-sized companies (SMEs)
Facilitate the sharing of IP
Fight counterfeiting and improve enforcement of IP rights
Promote a global level playing field

IP Alternatives
With regard to innovation incentives and allocation mechanisms, IP rights are not the only answer and not automatically the best answer. Policy makers could apply innovation policy pluralism (i.e.
mix, match and layer IP alternatives such as anti-trust law, contract law, consumer privacy
protection, tax law, standardization & certification, as well as prizes, subsidies, public-private
funding, competitions, penalty’s and fines) to enable fair-trading conditions, remedy externalities
and balance the effects of exponential innovation within the markets.57 Because innovation incentive
& reward mechanisms, externalities and safety/security risks vary per industry and per technology,
policy makers should differentiate more unequivocally between economic sectors, when designing
regulatory solutions. Further, IP rights might be less necessary in a quantum and AI driven world
where creation, reproduction, and distribution have become inexpensive.58
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Conclusion
Our current intellectual property framework is not written with quantum technology in mind.
Anticipating spectacular technological advancements in quantum computing, quantum sensing and
the quantum internet, the time is now ripe for governments, research institutions and the markets to
prepare regulatory and intellectual property strategies that strike the right balance between
safeguarding our democratic values, fundamental rights & freedoms,59 and pursue policy goals that
include rapid technology transfer and the free flow of information, whilst encouraging healthy
competition and incentivizing sustainable innovation.

*** fin ***
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